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If Cliff Lee isn't pitching for the Indians, he's munching on a handful of
sunflower seeds.

Original or BBQ. It doesn't matter.

"It just gives you something to do while you're sitting on the bench," said Lee,
a left-handed pitcher for Indians.

His salty snack is a common choice for today's players, as seeds have become as
much a part of baseball as double plays and the seventh-inning stretch.

With each passing season, growing numbers of players _ especially younger ones _
crack, spit and chew their way through the summer.

"It doesn't matter what level you're on," said Matt Duncan of the Akron Aeros,
now in his 10th season of "sweeping seeds" in the minor leagues.

Seeds are still a much healthier choice than their counterparts, chewing and
dipping tobacco.

And the best part about seeds is they are on baseball's "cool" list.

Major-league stars Derek Jeter, Roger Clemens and Ken Griffey Jr. made sure of
that with their endorsements for David Sunflower Seeds, one of the most popular
brands in all of baseball land.

Sales figures are a company secret. A David official declined to release any
numbers. But baseball is clearly an important part of the company's business.

"We're selling more seeds now than we ever have," spokesman Bob McKeon said.

The company's slogan is: "Eat. Spit. Be Happy."

So what makes seeds and baseball such a happy couple?

Well, you'll never see Browns receiver Andre Davis eating nachos at the 50-yard
line.
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You will see Jody Gerut of the Indians snacking on seeds in the outfield.

"You need something to kind of help pass the time," Gerut said.

The best part about snacking on seeds: there's no danger of a sudden and urgent
need for a restroom with the bases loaded.

Players enjoy seeds during every aspect of baseball: with runners on base,
during pitching changes, even in the midst of rain delays. After all, this is
the best time for spitting contests.

Leftover, cracked shells can be found at any diamond or dugout from Jacobs Field
in Cleveland to Canal Park in Akron.

There, after every Aeros game, Duncan said his staff cleans up a pile 6 inches
high and 2 feet wide of mostly sunflower seed shells.

"It takes the most time just to sweep all the sunflower seeds into a pile and
shovel them up," said Duncan, director of field and maintenance.

"Every time we hose (the dugout), it's amazing how many shells you find, even
after you think you think you've swept them all up. It's quite a mess."

David sells eight varieties of sunflower seeds, from original and reduced sodium
to jalapeno hot salsa and nacho cheese.

The Omaha, Neb.-based company recently launched two new products: jumbo (because
every seed isn't equal) and honey roasted.

Gerut likes his original-flavored sunflower seeds with a mouthful of water.

"It makes it buttery," Gerut said.

He prefers original seeds because they have a lower amount of saturated fat than
flavored seeds.

Ryan Brown, an outfielder at Stow High, prefers BBQ seeds while playing his
position.

"I throw a couple in (my mouth) in between each pitch," Brown said. "I'm pretty
quick. I can do about two seeds every pitch."

University of Akron right-hander Ross Liersemann switches between ranch and BBQ.

"I like to eat seeds until the tip of my tongue gets raw," he said. "That's how
you know when to stop."

Liersemann eats his seeds by putting a handful in his mouth, then pushing them
to one side. He moves a shell in between his teeth and pushes the seed out with
his tongue.

"It's a skill," said Liersemann, who has eaten seeds for 13 years. "You still
feel like a man when you do it."

Teammate Asif Shah plays the same position, but he has his own seed style.

"Sometimes I stick them into my mouth like Ross does; the other times I'll spit
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the seed (shell) out and keep the kernel on one side of my mouth," Shah said.
"I'll gather all the kernels on one side of my mouth. Once I get all the shells
out, I'll start chewing on all the kernels together."

Some guys even eat all the seed. Spitting isn't for them.

But for some reason, spitting is for most of those who populate the diamond.

"Baseball players seem to have an oral fixation," said Natalie Caine-Bish,
assistant professor of nutrition and dietetics at Kent State.

They spit out seeds because it's sports, Indians outfielder Coco Crisp said.
"You can't just go around in a bank and start spitting out sunflower seeds,"
Crisp explained. "On the field, you can get away with it."

It might simply be a carryover from baseball's tobacco days, before baseball
players and the rest of society realized the dangers of chaw.

"I think a lot recovering ex-tobacco dippers eat sunflower seeds just to
substitute having tobacco in their mouths," Gerut said.

Liersemann agreed.

"If you still want that hunk of something in the side of your mouth, you just
put some seeds in there and it gives you the same (feeling)," he said. "It comes
with baseball."

Lee senses a difference. Sometimes, the seeds don't satisfy. That's when he
pulls out the tobacco.

Sunflower seeds are good sources of vitamin E, fiber, iron, phosphorous and
magnesium. They are cholesterol free.

But Caine-Bish points out that baseball players might be consuming too much of a
good thing.

A 5.75-ounce bag of David seeds has 2.5 servings in each bag. Each serving has
190 calories, with 140 of those calories coming from fat.

Some players will eat the entire bag, or 475 calories.

"That would be something that you would worry about for weight gain," Caine-Bish
said.

Lee chews and spits seeds inning after inning.

"I try to put on weight," Lee said. "That's one of the reasons why I eat them.
... I always want the calories."

Shah recently ate a bag and a half (almost four servings) by himself. Keep in
mind, each of his 5.75-ounce bags contains about 1,150 sunflower seeds.

"I felt like I was going to throw up," Shah said.

But not to worry. He only eats seeds at baseball games. Never at home.

"It's bad karma."
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